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Industry: Printing / Publishing

Description
Welcome. Whether you are a reader in search of enduring fiction, nonfiction, and poetry, a student
or instructor seeking outstanding course books and digital materials, an enthusiast eager for food
and lifestyle inspiration, or a professional looking for authoritative new works, you have come to
the right place. Independent since 1923, employee-owned, and proud to publish “books that live,”
Norton is here for you.

Founded in 1923, W.W. Norton is the oldest and largest publishing house owned wholly by its
employees. The company strives to carry out the imperative of its founder, to "publish books not
for a single season, but for the years"? in fiction. With an annual list of about 400 titles, W.W.
Norton is a global company, its familiar seagull logo appearing on books throughout the world.
Norton is international in scope but there is much about the company that would remain
recognisable to its founders: the editorial quality of the books, the rigorously anti-corporate style
and above all the shared sense of purpose that flourishes when all employees have a stake in the
success of their firm. The British branch of W.W. Norton, with offices in central London, handles
sales, marketing and publicity in the United Kingdom, Europe, Africa, India and the Middle East.
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Independent since 1923,
Norton publishes books that educate, inspire, and endure.
Back to Employer Profile

Diversity.com is the most trusted and affordable resource for any organization in search of diverse
professionals, managers and executives. Founded in September 2000, Diversity.com is a privately
held, 100% African American family owned small business with headquarters in Atlanta, GA. We
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market our recruitment services nationwide to all types of industries, organizations and
communities with particular emphasis on attracting talented science, technology, education and
medical savvy men and women.
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